Everything You Need for SMD Test with Your DMM in One Kit

Features

- SMD micro and mini grabbers attach to chip leads with pitches down to 0.008" (0.20 mm).
- Includes all adapters and leads necessary for attachment to standard bench or handheld DMM.
- Probe tips are sharp and spring-loaded for solid and steady contact with SMD test points.
- Compatible with all multimeters that accept standard sheathed banana plugs.
- Test accessories conveniently store in four-fold nylon pouch.

Ordering Information

Model: 72935

Kit Includes:

1. Two fine spring-loaded tips, Probe to Right Angle Test Leads.
2. Two 4mm Jacks to Mini SMD.
3. Six 4mm Jacks to Socket Leads.
4. Six Micro Challenger Clips
5. Two Holding rods.

Specifications

For specifications for the kit individual components, please see the data sheets for those components at www.pomonaelectronics.com

All dimensions are in inches. Tolerances (except noted): .xx = ±.02" (.51 mm), .xxx = ±.005" (.127 mm). All specifications are to the latest revisions. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Registered trademarks are the property of their respective companies.